Pooled lentiviral shRNA screening for functional genomics in mammalian cells.
Genome sequencing efforts have reformed the nature of biological inquiry, prompting the development of technologies for the functional annotation of mammalian genes. Based on methodologies originally discovered in plants and Caenorhabditis elegans, RNA interference has offered cell biologists an effective and reproducible approach to perturb gene function in mammalian cells and whole organisms. Initial application of RNA interference libraries targeting the human and mouse genomes relied on arrayed screening approaches, whereby each unique RNA interference reagent is arrayed into individual wells of a microtiter plate. These screens are not trivial to perform, requiring a substantial investment in infrastructure. In the past decade, many technological advances have been made that make genome-wide RNA interference screening more accessible to researchers and more feasible to perform in nonspecialized laboratories. Here, we describe a comprehensive protocol for pooled short-hairpin RNA screening, including methodologies for pooled lentivirus production, cell infection, genome-wide negative selection screening and resources for pooled screen deconvolution, and data analysis. As a technique, pooled shRNA screening is still in its infancy, but the methodology has already been successfully applied to probe diverse signaling pathways, as a means of drug target identification, and to identify essential genes in normal and cancer cell lines.